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SIRTF - THE SHUTTLE INFRAREDTELESCOPEFACILITY

MichaelW. Wernerand FredC. Witteborn

NASAAmes ResearchCenter

MoffettField,CA. U.S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION

Infrared observationsfrom ambienttemperatureground-basedand

stratospherictelescopesare now limited in sensitivity,in many instances,by

the fundamentalnoise due to quantum fluctuationsin the emission from the

atmosphereand the telescopeoptics. A major advancein the sensitivityof

infraredobservationsis thereforepossibleonly with a cooled telescope

operated in space, where the limitingbackgroundwill be the very dilute

emissionof the zodiacaldust cloud. As shown in Figure 1, this is some seven

orders of magnitudedimmer than the backgroundseen by an ambienttemperature

telescope. (It is interestingto note that the decreasein infraredback-

ground between ambientground-basedtelescopesand cryogenicspace telescopes,

about seven orders of magnitude,is also the factorby which the night sky is

fainter than the day sky. Thus doing infraredastronomywith a warm telescope
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Fig. 1. InfraredBackgroundRadiationsat Various _titudes. Atmospheric

radianceis plottedvs. wavelengthfor various altitudes. The Kuiper

Airborne Observatoryoperatesat 12.2 km; balloon-bornetelescopes

operate up to about 30km. The zodiacal IR curve, representativeof

the backgroundradiationin earth orbit, correspondsto radiation

from the ecliptic plane,900 from the sun. It is based on data

of Briotta (1976). The 6 to 100 micron atmosphericemissioncurves

were derivedfrom data of Moorwood et al. (1972). The 2 to 6 micron

atmosphericcurve is derived from data of Bell et al. (1960).
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may be likened to doing opticalobservationsin broad daylight!) Because the

noise scales as the square root of the backgroundphoton flux, a cryogenically

cooled space telescopeof moderate size can be 100-to-1000times more sensitive

for infraredobservationsthan even the largestground-basedtelescope.

For the past ten years infraredastronomers,scientists,and engineers

at the NASA Ames ResearchCenter,and commercialaerospaceand optics firms

have studiedthe scientificrequirementsand design feasibilityof a

cryogenically-cooledinfraredtelescopeto be operated from the Space Shuttle

as an observatory-classfacilityfor infraredastronomy. The resultingsystem,

the Shuttle InfraredTelescopeFacility (SIRTF)can achieve 100-to-1000times

the sensitivityof any existingtelescopeat wavelengthsfrom 2pm to 200_m by

exploitingthe low backgroundof the space environment. SIRTF's high sensiti-

vity makes it a powerfultool for the study of known astrophysicalproblemsand

gives it great potentialfor the discoveryof new and excitingphenomenain

space. SIRTF has won consistentlyhigh ratings from scientificpeer review

groups, and its developmentas the first major infraredtelescopein space was

stronglysupportedby the NationalAcademyof SciencesAstronomySurvey

Committee(Field,1982). In this report,we review the scientificrequirements

of SIRTF, the current design concept,and the scientificcapabilitiesof the

telescope. We also review recent experimentalresultsshowingthat mirrors

made of glassy materialsmay be suitable for use in large cryogenictelescopes

such as SIRTF.

2. SlRTF SCIENCEREQUIREMENTS

The basic requirements placed on the SIRTF system by the scientific

objectives it must meet are shown in Table 1. The basic sensitivity require-

ment- natural background-limited performance from 2 to lOOpm- translates

into mirror temperatures of <IOK and also an optical and baffling system with

very good off-axis rejection. It is required that this sensitivity be achieved

even when the line of sight passes as close as 45 degrees to the sun, the

earth, or the Shuttle. The pointing stability requirement placed on the system

assures that it is stable enough to use the highest angular resolution attain-

able from its aperture size (1.5" at 5pm). This is of special importance in

view of the probable use of imaging infrared arrays on SIRTF. Although dif-

fraction-limited performance is required only to 5pro, the desire to achieve

still higher angular resolution, particularly through the minimum in the

zodiacad background between 2 and 3pm, means that 2jumdiffraction-limited

performance is a desirable goal. Finally, it is required that the telescope be

refurbishable and reflyable. Between flights, it will be possible to replace

or Upgrade instruments, or, if necessary, to install an entire new set of
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instrumentswhich complementeach other either scientificallyor technically.

The telescopecan carry up to six instruments,althoughonly two or three may

fly on the first mission.

Table 1

SIRTFMAJORSCIENCEREQUIREMENTS

NATURALBACKGROUNDLIMITED PERFORMANCE2 - 100 )xM

APERTURE DIAMETER > O.8M

FIELD OF VIEW >, 7 ARCMINUTES

DIFFRACTIONLIMITED IMAGE AT 5_M REQUIRED,21_M GOAL
0.1ARC-SEC OFFSET POINTINGWITH .25 ARC-SEC RMS STABILITY

SPATIALCHOPPING

VIEW AS CLOSE AS 450 TO SUN AND EARTH

AT LEAST 2 INSTRUMENTSON FIRST MISSION

DESIGN FOR UP TO SIX INSTRUMENTS

DESIGN FOR NOMINAL 14 DAY MISSION LIFE

REFURBISHABLEAND REFLYABLE

Repeated flightsof SIRTF on the Shuttlewill guaranteea flexible

facility in an era of rapidlychanging technologyfor infraredinstrumenta-

tion. As illustratedbelow, a great deal of importantscientificwork can be

accomplishedby SIRTF even in a seven day Shuttlesortiemission. A long-life

SIRTF with an advanced focal plane,operated from a permanentspace station,is

an attractiveeventualgoal. It is expectedthat the programwill evolve in

this directionfollowingseveralyears of operationof the Shuttle. The

projecteddate for the first SIRTF mission on the Shuttleis 1989.

3. SIRTF DESIGN

The currentdesign conceptfor SIRTF is shown in Figure 2, and the

system parametersare listed in Table 2. The design is driven by the basic

requirementof reachingthe naturallyoccurringzodiacalinfraredbackground
°-

emission from 2 to lO0_m. This, in turn, places stringentrequirementson the

cryogenicenvironment,rejectionof off-axisinfraredradiation,and image

quality. The telescopestructureconsists of an opticalsystem surroundedby a

large cryostat. Super-criticalhelium gas stored in large separatetanks is

used to cool the instrumentchamber,optics, baffles,and radiationshieldsof

the telescope. Instrumentsand componentsrequiringtemperaturesbelow 1OK

will be cooled by a small tank of superfIuidhelium locatedin the Multiple
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ELECTRONICS
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Fig. 2. SIRTFTelescopeConcept. The primarymirrordiameteris 90cm. The

overalllengthis 7.4meters.

Table 2

SIRTFBaselineConcept

Wavelengthrange 2 to I000 Microns

Type Ritchey-Chretien

EntranceAperture 85 CM

PrimaryF/no 2.3

SystemF/no 24

Total Field of View 7.5 "_mln

SecondaryMagnification 10.4

Linear Obsuration 30-40%

Back Focal Distance 85 CM

SecondaryMirror Diameter 10.7 CM

AverageHeat Load 3.6 Watts

TelescopeCryogen SC He External tank

InstrumentCryogen SF He InternalTank

InstrumentChamber (MIC). The telescopewill be installedin the Space Shuttle

and cooled down severalweeks prior to launch. The large,vacuum-tight

aperture cover (essentiallya gate valve)will be closed prior to vacuum

pump-out and cool-downof the telescopeinterior. The valve will not be opened

until about 24 hours after reachingorbit, so that any contaminantscarried up

by the Shuttlewill have had time to disperse before the optics and baffles are

exposed. The entrance to the telescopeis protectedfurtherby an aperture

shade which reduces the heat loadon the cold telescopebaffle by reflecting

radiation from the earth and sun back out of the entrance. During launch and
4



before observationscommence,the aperture shade itself is protectedby a dust

cover, because emission from this surfaceis the largestheat load on the

Interior. Dust on the interiorof the aperture shade would increaseits

diffuse scatteringand emissivityabove the desired1% and 5%, respectively,

and thereby decrease the cryogenhold-timeof SIRTF. Long-lifeSIRTF missions

(e.g., a 6 to 12 month operationon a space station)could utilizea separate

cooler for the apertureshade as well as larger earth and sun avoidance

angles.

The presentconcept incorporatesRitchey-Chretienopticswith a 90 cm

diameter primarymirror. Infraredand opticalphotonsare reflectedto a focus;

well past the beam splitterin the MIC. The beam splitterallows 50% or more

of the visiblelight to pass throughto a focus on a two dimensionalCCD array

used as a fine guidancesensor,and reflectsinfraredphotons into any one of

several instrumentsin the MIC. These instrumentswill includephotometers,

detector-arraycameras,polarimetersand spectrometersoperatingin various

bands throughoutthe 1 to lO00pm spectralrange. The instrumentswill be built

by PrincipalInvestigatorteams selectedcompetitively. Observing time will be

available to Guest Investigatorsas well as to the P.I. teams and the Facility

Scientist.

SIRTF will be mounted on the Shuttlepointingmount (AGS or IPS), which

will providea basic pointing stabilityof a few arc seconds. Fine pointingto

achieve the required0".25 stabilityis achieved by an image motion compensa-

tion system in which high frequencydisturbancessensedby the gyros but not

totally correctedby the pointingmount are "fed forward"to the secondary

mirror (Lorell,Barrows,and Matsumoto,1981). This mirror pivots about two

orthogonalaxes normal to the opticalaxis to executethe pointingcorrection.

The secondarymirror can, in addition,be oscillatedabout one of these axes to

provide spatialchopping. The fine guidancesensor within the I_ICis used to

monitor the trackingand update the dygros to compensatefor their drift; it

also provides an image of the starfieldfor target identificationand verifi-

cation.

4. THE USE OF GLASSY MATERIALSFOR THE SIRTF PRIMARY

The foregoingdiscussionleads to the followingrequirementson the

SIRTF primarymirror: (1) It must be capableof achievinga good optical

figure (diffraction-limitedperformanceto 5_m wavelengthrequired;2}mi

diffraction-limitedperformanceas a goal) at a temperatureof 1OK. (2) It

must not exhibit thermalvariationslarge enough to produceexcess noise at the

focal plane. (3) It must have a smooth surfaceto minimize scatteringof off-

ax_s infraredradiation, s



Early studiesof SIRTFmirror materials favoredthe use of beryllium

becauseof its high thermalconductivityand high strength-to-weightratio.

The IRAS primary,60 cm in diameter,is the largest berylliummirror to be Used

in an astronomicaltelescope,and the IRAS program resultsindicate that it may

be difficultto achieve diffraction-limitedperformanceat 2_m with a 90 cm

berylliummirror. Since berylliumin its naturalform has anisotropicthermal

expansion,opticalgrade berylliummust be finelymilled and sinteredbefore it

can be used for a mirror. Residual inhomegeneitiesin the resultingmaterial

can distort the mirror figure when it is cooled to operatingtemperature.

Anothermetal, aluminum,is sometimesused for large, cooled optics,but so far

only in situationswhere precise figure qualityis not essential. It therefore

appears that no manufacturerscan, at this time, promiselarge metal mirrors

with the desiredfigure quality for SIRTF.

The use of glassymaterials, particularlyfused silica and quartz, in

other space optics applications(such as GIRL, discussedin this volume)led us

to consider fused quartz for the SIRTF primary. The densityof fused quartz,

2.2gm/cm3, is only a little higher than that of beryllium,but its thermal

conductivityof 6x10-3 w/cmK near 1OK compares poorlywith values expected

for a pure metal. On the other hand, fused quartz can be figured to much

closer tolerancesthan beryllium. In addition,the high homogeneityof

commerciallyavailablefused quartz offers the promiseof low distortionafter

cooling to low temperature. Furthermore,glassy materialscan be polishedto

much lower surfaceroughnessthan can bare beryllium,thus producingless

scattering.

It has been shown elsewhere(Witteborn,Miller, and Werner, 1982) that

the thermal propertiesof such a fused quartzmirror are satisfactoryand do

not introduceundesirablespatialor temporalgradientsin optics temperature

in the SIRTF application. Opticaltestingat low temperatureof a sample fused

quartz (Heraeus-AmersilTO8E) mirror has also been carried out. The tests were

performed in a liquid-helium-cooledvacuum test chamber. The 50 cm diameter

spherical,f/2 mirror was ground,polished,and figuredby the Optical Sciences

Center, Universityof Arizona. Thermalcontact to the mirror was providedby

48 copper straps arrangedso that each would cool an equal volume of the

mirror. The entire inside of the helium-cooledradiationshield surrounding

the mirror was paintedblack to reduce the thermalload on the mirror caused by

scatteredradiationfrom the warmer sectionsof the dewar. Cooling from room

temperatureto lOOK using LN2 required96 hours. After LHe was added,cooling

from lOOK to 10.5K took 36 hours. The resultsof the optical tests (Miller,

.Witteborn,and Garland, 1982) are summarizedin Figure 3, which shows that the

6
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Fig. 3. Top: Interferogramsof 50cm DiameterFused Quartz Mirror using

Optical Test Facility.

Bottom:Contour Plots of Mirror SurfaceCalculatedfrom Interfero-

grams. The contours at intervals of 0.2 (6328A) wave represent

deviations from a perfectly spherical shape. Contour plot A + C - B

represents the mirror condition at 10.5 K after dewar window

distortions are subtracted.

figure changedby only about 1/30 of a 2_m wave in cooling from room tempera-

ture to 10.5K. Includingthe test at 10.5K, the mirror has been temperature

cycled six times from room temperatureto less than lOOK. No degradationof

figure quality has been observedduring these cycles.

To date the mirror has been testedon a 3-point supportwhich would not

be adequatefor the Shuttlelaunch environment. Later tests will utilize a

mirror cell capableof holdingthe mirror in place againstShuttlevibration

loads. Tests of at least one other glassymirror material and other heat

sinkingtechniquesare planned. From resultsalreadyobtained,however,we can

conclude that a fused quartz mirror may permit the achievementof the SIRTF

- goal of diffraction-limitedperformanceat 2jJmand will also have acceptable

thermal and surfacequalitycharacteristics.

5. SIRTF PERFORMANCE

The sensitivityof a telescopesuch as SIRTF can be comparedwith that

of other infraredtelescopesin a number of ways. In Figure 4 we compare the

broadbandpoint source sensitivityof SIRTF with that of the Kuiper Airborne

Observatoryand the NASA IRTF (representingthe current state-of-the-artin the
7



infrared)as well as with that predictedfor the IRAS all-sky infrared survey

satelliteand for an infrared instrumenton the 2.4m Space Telescope(ST). The

assumptionsused are detailed in the figure caption.

Figure 4 shows that with detector sensitivitieswhich may reasonablybe

expected in 1990, SIRTF is two or three orders of magnitudemore sensitivefor

broadbandobservationsthan present facilitiessuch as the KAO and IRTF. The

advantageextendsto wavelengthswell below 5proand longwardof 200pro.The

potential gain with SIRTF if background-limitedperformancecan be attained is

even greater. SIRTF is also much more sensitivethan the IRAS all-sky survey.

Systematicfollow-upof the IRAS surveywill thereforebe well within the

capabilitiesof SIRTF but will be difficultor impossiblewith ambient-

temperaturetelescopes. This follow-upcan include1% resolutionclassifica-

tion-type spectraof the faintest sourcesinthe all-skycatalogas well as

broaderband photometry,accuratepositionaldetermination,and spatial

qt'l• u t i t s i i t i I
K KAO

'T
.,_._ I RAS (SURVEY)

.t._'F
N

10-1 _ _ .-. ST

IRTF I
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--_ (10 -17 W/_/R-i"

_ 10 -3
.=1

10-4

V SIRTF (BACKGROUND LIMITED

10-5

10-6 I I I I I I I I
2 3 5 10 203050 100 200
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Fig. 4. Limiting fluxesDetectableat InfraredWavelengths. The limiting

fluxes plottedare those which can be measured in broad photometricbands with

10:1 signal-to-noisein integrationtimes of 20 minutes for SIRTF and ST; 1

hour for the KAO and IRTF, and in the all-skysurveymode for IRAS. The IRTF

and KAO points are based on currentexperiencewith these facilities. The IRTF

points refer to measurementswith a 6-arcsecondfield of view; with smaller

fields of view, the IRTF sensitivityapproachespredictedfor that ST. The

expected IRAS numbersare based on current projectionsof satellite

performance,and the ST and SIRTF number are projectionsassuming diffraction-

limited fields of view and 10% instrumentalefficiencyin each case, 10%

emissivity,T=293K,and background-limitedperformancefor ST, and both

background-limitedand detector-limitedperformance,with 10-17 W/v_-z

detector sensitivity,for SIRTF. 8



mapping. Extensivefollow-upfrom SIRTF will even be possiblefor sources

detected in IRAS' deep-skysurveymode, which will go about ten times fainter

than the all-skysurvey performanceshown in Figure4, SIRTF is also one to

two orders of magnitudemore sensitivethan even the idealizedST instrument

assumed.

Other comparisonsthan that shown in Figure 4 are of course possible.

For example,it is importantto bear in mind that SIRTF attains its better

point-sourcesensitivityin a field of view some 10 times larger than that of

ST; thus in terms of surfacebrightnesssensitivityrather than point source

sensitivity,SIRTF is yet anotherorder of magnitudemore sensitivethan the

large ambient temperaturetelescopes. This is a naturalconsequenceof the

fact that SIRTF is detectingsourcesagainst a very low background. SIRTF's

extremelyhigh sensitivityto extendedemissionis of particularscientific

importancebecausemany infraredsourcesare spatiallyextended. On the other

hand, if the comparisonis made for observationsat high spectralresolution,

the warm telescopesbegin to competemore favorablywith SIRTF, because with

narrow bandwidthsthe reducedbackgroundrequiresimproved detectorperformance

if the cryogenictelescopeis to maintain its edge.

Although the detectorNEP's of 10"17 W/H/Hzadopted in Figure 4 may

seem rather optimistic,the likely advent of monolithicinfraredarrays with

on-chip integrationcapabilityover the next decade (Wernerand FicCreight,this

volume)offers real promisethat such performancecan be achieved. For

example,consider an array with a read noise of 500 electrons/pixel,operated

at lOpm in an instrumentwith an overallefficiencyof 10%. In 2 minutes of

integration,assuming detector-noiselimitedoperation,such an array would

achieve a 1 o_ detectionof a source with power 8xi0-19 watt per pixel, and

the actual power detectedby each pixel would be 8x10-20 watt. The NEP of

a discretedetector giving similarperformanceis less than 10-18 W/Hv_Hz.

6. OBSERVATIONSFROM SIRTF

SIRTF's100-to-1000fold increasein sensitivitytranslatesinto a 104

to 106 fold increase in the speed of data acquisition. Thereforeobserva-

tions which are literallyimpossibleat presentcan be carried out in a few

secondsfrom SIRTF. Consider,for example, infraredobservationsof quasars,

which are importantin determiningthe luminositiesof quasarsand in delinea-

ting the differencesbetweenradio-quietand radio-loudquasars (Figure5). At

the present time, only two quasars have been detectedat wavelengthsbetween20

and lO00pm (Harvey,Wilking,and Joy, 1982; Harper,1982), and only a handful

have been detectedbetween 3 and 20_m (Riekeand Lebofsky,1979; Soifer and

Neugebauer,1981). Assuming the performanceshown in Figure 5, it will be
9
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Fig. 5. The optical-to-radioenergy distributionsof a very bright radio-

loud quasar, 3C345, and a very bright radio-quietquasar,1351+64; are

comparedwith the limiting flux detectablefrom SIRTF (10 in 1000 sec) from

3 to 300_m. The fluxes are in units of mJy (1 m Jy = 10-29 W m'2Hz-1). The

SIRTF performanceassumesa detector sensitivityof 10-17 W/_ for x < lO0_m

and 10"16 Wi_ at 300_m. The data for 3C345 are adapted from Harvey et al.

(1980) and those for 1351 + 64 are from Enins et al. (1982).

possible in <12 hours of observingtime from SIRTF to obtain broad band

infraredenergy distributionof several hundredquasarsand 1% resolution

spectra in the lO,umregion of the 25 brightest. (A 50% duty cycle and energy

distributiongrosslysimilar to those shown in Figure 5 are assumed in this

estimate.) This and similarexamplesillustratehow SIRTF, even in a short

Shuttle flight,can make major contributionsto the solutionof outstanding

atrophysicalproblems.

The unprecedentedspeed of observationsfrom SIRTF puts a great premium

on efficientorbitaloperationswhich will minimize the time lost to slewing

and acquisition. It is anticipatedthat SIRTF observations,though monitored

closely from both the Shuttleand the PayloadOperationsControl Center,will

be carried out largelyby followingpre-programmedprotocols(Wernerand

Lorell, 1981). These will includefeatures,such as the abilityto re-sequence

targets in real time, designed to maximize the efficiencyof the observing

program.

In addition to targeted observations,SIRTFmay be extensivelyused in a

deep survey mode in which selectedareas of the sky are surveyeddown to the

lowest attainable flux levels. Such a survey would complementthe IRAS survey;

the sky coverage of the SIRTF surveywould be very limited compared to that of

the IRAS all-sky survey,but it would look to 30 times the distancefor objects

Of fixed luminosity.

10



It is useful to consider a specificexamplein more detail. One possible

objectiveof such a deep survey would be "brown dwarfs",stars with masses less

than 0.08 Mo. Theoreticalconsiderationsindicate that stars of this mass or

less will not generateenough InternaILheatand pressureto initiatethe

nuclearburningof hydrogen. Such objectswould, however,radiate the energy

liberatedin their gravitationalcollapse and would appear as faint,cool

objects detectableonly at infraredwavelengths. The existenceand properties

of brown dwarfs are of interestin connectionwith both the well-knownmissing

mass problemand the definitionof the faint end of the main sequenceand the

low mass limit of star formation(Bahcalland Soneira,1981). These objects

could be 10 or more times more numerousthan ordinary stars in the solar

neighborhoodand still remain undetectedby existing infraredtechniques.

SIRTF, with its high infrared sensitivity,offers a major improvementin our

abilityto detect brown dwarfs with temperaturesin the range 250 to 1500K.

Figure 6 shows the maximum distanceto which SIRTF could detect brown

dwarfs as a functionof the temperatureof the brown dwarf - the relation

between temperatureand luminosityrequired to generatethese curves was taken

from the theoreticalmodels of Stevenson(1978). Also shown are the distances

to which the IRAS survey and an ambienttemperature3m ground or space

telescopeoperatingin the infraredcould detect the same stars, The data

shown in the figurecan be used to design an observingprogram for SIRTF which

would either detect an astrophysicallyinterestingnumber of brown dwarfs or

set useful limitson their properties.

Consider a halo around our Galaxy with a local densityat the earth of

0.02 Me pc"3 (Bahcalland Soneira, 1981), and assume that the mass of

each halo star is 0.05 Me, the temperatureIO00K, and the radius 0.1 R_.

With 10-17 V(/J-Hzdetectors,SIRTF can detect such stars as far away as 100

pc with 5:1 signal!noise. A deep survey at two wavelengthswould be required

to find these objectsby their very red color. Assuming a 128x128element

near infrared array with 3" pixels,there would be 0.4 brown dwarfs in each

survey exposurewith little sourceconfusion. A survey of 30 fields, taking 1

day from SIRTF,would be adequateto detect one dozen brown dwarfs of the

specifiedtype in each of two colors. The brown dwarfswould of course be only

one of severalobjectivesin such a deep survey. A considerablymore extensive

survey would be very feasibleduringa long-durationspace platformmission.
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Fig. 6. The maximum distance,Rmax, to which SIRTF could detect brown

dwarfs (with S/N 10:1 in 1000 sec) of a given temperature,Te, is compared

with the performanceof a 3-meterground or space telescopeat 273K and with

that of IRAS all sky survey. The upper envelopeof the SIRTF area corresponds

to background-limitedperformance,while the lower assumes10-17 W/_

detector sensitivity. The "3m warm" band reflects an analagousrange in

assumptionsregardinginstrumentcapabilityfor an uncooled,3 meter telescope.

For simplicity,only detectionat lOOpm, lO_m, and 3prois considered;this

accounts for the breaks in the curves. For temperaturesT > 1500K, detection

at x < 1j_mby the large ambient telescopesshould also be considered. The

numbers above the x-axis give the brown dwarf mass, in solar masses,

correspondingto the given temperature,assuming a coolingtime of 5 x 109 yr

from the resultsof Stevenson (1978). We thank Dr. R.Probst for assistance

with the preparationof this figure.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In addition to a general description of SIRTF design goals, we have

discussed here just a few examples of the many astronomical problems that could

be addressed by SlRTF with its I00 to lO00-fold sensitivity advantage over

existing telescopes. It is important to realize that SIRTF will provide the

same gain in infrared capability that other advanced facilities, such as the

Space Telescope, GammaRay Observatory, AXAF, and the Very Large Array, are

providing in other spectral bands. SIRTF complements these facilities and

provides the essential capability for the study of astrophysical phenomena with

high sensitivity across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Finally, it is

very clear from many recent examples of the effects of leaps in observing

capability upon astrophysical exploration, that the most exciting discoveries

which will result from SIRTF are those which cannot be anticipated.
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